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Tl1.is investigation was a study of the applicability of isothermal 
annealing treatments to heavy section steel castings for the improve-
ment of 1nechanical properties. The study s11ovved that for a wide 
. variety of cast C - Mn steels an isothermal anneal achieved superior 
properties in massive sections without an increase in heat treatment 
time~ The isothermal anneal involved air cooling to 1050 degrees .... • 
Farenheit for grain refinement and holding at 1100 ·degrees Farenheit 
to avoid embrittlement. The improvement in properties apparently 
. 
. resulted from a more desirable microstructure. The two maj9r ef-
.• 
fects were that t;lie ferrite grain size was de_creased __ and the- am.ount . ------:_--, ----- '~-- - -
\ . 
of ferrite was increased·. 
' -
- . - ., --·· -
-- -- --- ----- -





, notch properties were produced._ An equation· to predict the ·_50 p~rcent 
fibrous .transition .temperature was developed as follows: • lo 
FA'I'l' (o F.) = 30 .+ 4 (% pearlite) - 15~~\mm -\) 
--
. A decr_ease in ·the ·amount of pearlite -precipitated and finer ferrite 
'-
-·--------- '•. ----- . 
. 
-- --- _____ - . ----·-. -·+ -~ - ----- -.---~~:__----grai11s b~th tend~"d to lowe·r-the·-rractu~e-appearance t·ransition t_emper~ 




• I . ature; The energy absorption was also higher, with ·tlie;tIS.'ftf. lb. __ .. 
., ., •. . , ... ·.I . .. --.:~ .. 




transition temp~rature' being depres,sed b.y 40 "to -80 d~grees, __ ~a-r-e.nheit-.-~- ~~~~~· ___ _:__~--- -- . . ' . . "" , ·. ' ~ 
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. . - ~ 
__ .. -~ -_~· ' . ·, .: : . . . .;- . ~ ... -
Ferrite grai~ refinen;ient impro'-v:ed the yield s1:re~gth~· .· A~m1ni-
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This investigation was a study of the applicability of isothermal 
annealing treatments to heavy section steel castings for the improve-
ment of mechanical properties. The study showed t1:"iat for a wide 
' variety of cast C - Mn steels an isothermal anneal achieved superior 
properties in massive sections without an increase in heat treatment 
time. The isothermal anneal involved air cooling to 1050 degrees 
Farenheit for grain refinement and holding at 1100 degrees Farenheit 
to avoid embrittlement. The improvement in properties apparently 
resulted froni a more desirable microstructure . C . The two majc;:,r ef-
------- ' . fects were that tJl,e ferrite g_r~in size_ w_as. decreased- and the- am:·ount ____ -- _ --" --~-~----"-.,...-·-----
of ferrite was increased. 
,• 
As a result of an improved structure s_uperior C.harpy ''V" 
. . 
notch properties were produced. An eq-uatj.on to predict the. so.· p~rcent 
fibrous transition temperature ·was developed as follows: 
FAT'l' (° F.) = 30 + 4 (% pearlite) ~ 15d-\(mm -~) 
- I 






grains both tended to lowe"r .the fracture appearanc~ -tra~sition -temper_-
ature. The e~ergy absorption was also higher, -with ·the:"tl5 'fir. lb. · 
l • « . 
: 
-
· transition ·temperature oeing depressed by .40 to 80. d~grees Farenheit.: --- ... 
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carbon steels with . 50 to . 75 percent manganese, while a mm1mum 
yield strength of 41,000 psi occurred for . 25 to . 30 percent carbon 
steels. High manganese (1. 20% to l. 36% manganese) cast steels gave 
yield strengths in excess of 50, 000 psi at the . 25 to . 30 percent carbon 
level. A correlation was found between yield strength and the Petch 
parameter, d-.\. The Hall-Petch relationship for . 50 to . 70 mangan-
. ese steels was: ' . 
.. 
a"yp (psi) = 20, 000 + 2, 500 d-.\ mm-\~ • - ,..' • ~ _·: • --= ... ~ ... ,._. ·.:·, -!.-.-.,-,..<: 
The isothermal anneal was more effective when apl)lied to heavy 
sections than it was with the smaller test sections normally employed, 
The results indicated that the isothermal anneal is a practical method 
I •• 
. . -40 provide superior strength and toughness for large C - Mn steel 
.. 
• I 
. -·- . ·--~ ........ __ -~ ~- .. - -
·----···- _;. ·- castings without a.lo.ss in furnace time. 
• i .... 
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The Composition and Properties of Carbon Steel Castings 
A large steel casting in the steel foundry industry generally im-
plies a weight in excess of 2:i 000 lbs. and a section thickness ranging 
from a few inches to several feet. The nwnber of alloys used is con-
\ 
· siderable, but most of the tonnage is produced from C - Mn steels 
with ferrite pearlite microstructures. The minimum properties ac-
ceptable which can be expected for commonly used alloys in the 
" 
annealed condition are listed in Table ·l. 
/ 
· · Table 1 - Composition and Minimum Properties as Specified by.ASTM 
, · for Cast Steel Materials (Ni - .-so, Cu - • 50, Cr -1-.! 40, 
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of the fol_1ndry metallurgist to n1eet the properties and provide a max-
imum in fracture resistance at a minim.uni cost. Generally, C - Mn 
steels are the cheapest and their possibilities should be exploited be-
fore alloy grades are considered. 
By adjustments of composition, heat treatment and deoxidation 
the properties of carbon steel castings ca~ be maximized. When both 
strength and toughness are required the heat treatm.ent and composi-, 
tion should refine the ferrite grain size. Deoxidation can enhance the 
results 1obtained from variations in analysis and treatme~t. 




The de.oxidation practice can have a pronounced effect on the h~at - · · 
. ' ' treated properties of C - Mn steels. However, the primary purpose of. 





T ,e most 
comm<?n deoxidizers are silicon, manganese and aluminum alt ough ti-
tanium., zirconium.~ selenium, tellurium, calcium, magnesium., sodium., 
· barium, potassium, lithium and the rare earths are all possible choices.· 
.. 
. . 
;' Silicon and manganeSJ!·-a:r--e· unive·r·s·ally·present -~s deoxidizing·-
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alleviate hot tearingo It is also useful as an alloying element. 
A co1n1non deoxiclizer for large C - Mn steel castings is alumi-
num. Li1,e other deoxidizers its primary purpose is to eliminate 
porosity. Aluminum may also have a pronounced effect on prope.rties. 
In amounts just sufficient to suppress gas evolution, alumintun may 
cause grain boundary Type II sulfides to form. In larger amounts the 
sulfide morphology is changed from Type II to Type III and the ducti-
lity and iinpact resistance are restored. To guarantee Type III sulfides 
Sims 2 demonstrated that aluminum in excess of 0. 02 percent was neces-
sary. He also stated that the sulfide morphology proble:r;n is eliminated 
\ · when less than 0. 015 percent sulfur is present. 
Overdoses of aluminum.are qangerous because£:aluminum nitride 
. 
m~y·precipit~te at-prior austenite gr_ain bounda:19ies and cause ";rock 
3 
1 
c~dy" fracture. Steck demon·strated that slow cooling rates made 
steel castings more susc~ptible to aluminum nitride precipitation 
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,t~els generally contain from. .. 0_06 _percent to • 012 percent. nitrogen; · --- ------~_, .. ___ -- · . '•- -, .. ~--......,;.o.-.:------~...--.. .... .. ...... ~-~ ~-~ .... ~.;- ..... ~.·-· 
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.. Alum.inum'1.s also a grain refiner· for C - Mn cast steels in the 
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in high temperature austenite. Chatterjea and Nijhawan 4 report grain 
0 refine!nent of. 018 percent alur11inwn steel to 1650 F .. At ten1.peratures 
. . . 
..... · 
. 
.. . •· -,· ~ -· -
0 
above 1650 F. grain gro\vth occt1rred at a rate of approximately 2 .. 5 
0 ASTM grain size nrunbers £or each 100 F .. rise in temperatureo In a 
steel with an aluminum concentration of . 03 percent grain growth did 
not occur beyond one half grain size num~~~y;4en heating to 1750° F. . . " . . 
They concluded that the maximum grain growth inhibi~ion occurred be·-
, 
.. tween 0. 02 and 0. 05 percent residual aluminum. ~ ~' t . ' 
Aluminum has a favorable effect on impact properties when use_d 
in the proper concentrations. 5'. Briggs~ . reported a maximum in impact 
', 
propertie-s with aluminum concentrations between 0. 02 and 0. 04 per-
. cent. A. 30 percent C - Mn - Mo steel with an aluminum concentration 
of . 008 percent was reported to have only half the impact ~r~-~s_tance of 
.. 
. . 
the same steel ~ith ~ 03'6 percent aluminum, for the normalized and 
tempered condition. Whether the superior impact resistance was due 
to grain refinem.ent. or some other effect,· of aluminum was not inve·sti-
-_ . - . -. -· ~--- - -- . -· - --
-- - --- - . -- - - ·-:: - . -
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gr.ain st_ruct~_re ~ill _pr_oduce superior proper.ties. I 
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ening, solid solution strengthening, or dispersion l1ardening will all 
be accomplished by a reduction in tl1e fracture resistance as long as 
the grain size remains constant. 
.~· 
The fracture resistance of steels is most commonly measured by 
the Charpy "V' 1 notch transition curve, although fracture mechanics 
specimens with carefully controlled cracks are occasionally used. 
When steels are tested at decreasing temperatures, less energy is ab-
sorbed in the fracture process. This phenomena is known as the 
ductile - brittle tran:sition and is generally described as the tempera.:. 
ture at which either· a certain fracture appearance is obtained or a 
specific energy level is reached •. 
. . 
· .. ··.:~.- -. ..-~~:--·: ... · . ·_. ..... The fracture·.of Charpy ''V" notch specimens may be divided. int.o 
. .. . ·:· '.::· ~ ·:.·· ·.:/~t:\'.' ·'."<:·:· .· ::'.. ·., .. ·. ·<·> ... :. . .. ·:. ·. . ,•. . . ·. . . '-. 
.. 
··~-·-.;.;·;·, .. 
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.. 
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. 
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'• 
. .,,.. ,;, two stages; crack initiation and crack propagation. Once the crack has 
started energy is· absorbed ~y the formation of new crack surface, and . 
. 
by plastic deformation at the crack tip. Failure by brittle fracture im-
. plies that there is. low energy absorption ~nd the plastic zone size i~ 
. 
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·size,. (2) the- friction on. unloc~ed dislocations, ·(3) the strength of the · 
. 
. .. ·: ·lockin., of 4islocaJions,. and (4) the degree of triaxial}ity of the- applied · ,_) . . ;' 
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stress. As a result of tl1is derivation Petch predicted that the transi-
tio11 terr1perature sl1ol1lr1 be a linear function of Ind-\ v;here d is the 
fer rite grain diameter in :r1.1.ilin1.eters. With a slight decrease in accu-
racy tl1e transition te1nperature should be a linear function of d-~. 
Petch confirmed this linear relationship for alpha iron. 
7 Pickering and Glad.man undertook an investigation· of carbon 
-........ steels in order to confirm or deny the predictions made by Petch. Act-
ually they found a closer relationship between transition temperature 
and d-% than with lnd-\ The results of Pickering and Gladman indi-
·' cated a decrease of 4".1 degrees Farenheit for each unit reduction in 
-r.: 
' 
d-%, while the results of Petch on alpha iron indicated a.· stronger rela-. · __ l 
tionship of 7. 2 degrees Farenheit for each unit deci-ease in d-%. 
• ii: -- • 
· . ._; -
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of the. ferrite grain diameter has be~n obse.rved for the lower yield point. 
The yielding of polycrystalline materials depe.nds on two facto.rs, that of 
, 
- the intrinsic resistanc.e of the lattice to plastic deformation and the add· 
. ~ 
, · -~ : ..... ".. . .. JtiQnal effect of grain l;)E>undaries·. Ferrite /pear life steels are composed· 
. ···""""'" .. , .••..• ,, ... ., ...... , ............. _ t\· 
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-_=~ ___ 9-f _grains with variQus lattice misor.iep,tation ·at the gratn bound-~ries. 
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-- ----- ----·- ----~ ·Because 0£ the.·misalignment, 'plastic deformation cal!!,lOt spread e~sily 
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\. . grains. an4 can ~aise the yield point of ·~h~' ~etal .. · , -
I 
, 
Petch 8 d(;lrived a relationship for the lower yield pOint bas8d on,_-
-· 
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single phase poly-crystals should be a linear functio11 of the square 
root of the grain diameter,, Mathematically, 
~ a (J'i + K d -lj lyp y Equation l 
Petch confirmed his results for alpha iron over a relatively narrow 
ra11:ge of grain diameters. 
Morrison 9 checked the work of· Petch for steels containing • 005 




. ~· ~· 
imately Z microns (ASTM 14) and confirmed that the lower yield point · 
was a true linear relationship with d -\over a wide range of values. His 
results also indicated that the amount of carbon had no effect on the 
yield stress oth~r than to aid in grain refinement. Most recent studies 
• 
·. ' ' ' . 
have confirmed that carbon precipitated as pearlite does not influence 
the yield strength of ferritic pearlitic _steels. 
.. : ' 
- : ' 







10 . Grange applied the results of Petch in a practical way to a wide 
·-·- ... variety of steels. He was able to achieve very fine grain siz.es u~ing~· -. -
either a thermo-mechanical o_r _a strictly the-rmal te·chnique. ·A's--··ex-
-·_, .. · pe·cted, ·there was a linear increase in the yield strength w·ith th.e . 
. 
-
. l), . 
--:·· --=..:--~c·~~-~---~:~~-,---. -- square ro.of of the fer-rite grain diameter. 
-
He also found ·that isothermal-
-~ • 
• • I ; 
-· -··- - - . 
·-·-·--- transfoimation from fine grained austenite caused an increase in the -\ 
,:I_/ 
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-_----_.·.·-· · .--- .. ~-,'·--~ : percentag.e of the ferrite precipita~ed. · The properties Grange achieved . " . ··--.. 
. 
' r 
showed that the ultimate· tensile strength remained essentially constant · . . 
- -
-·. 
· .. _despite changes ~-~~~ pe~:~en.tage of .. pea:rlite in the ~i c:rc,structui-e.· 
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,. There has been no rr1ajor deviations frorr1 tl1e Pe_tch relationship 1 
-
-1 (Eqn .. 1) in the literature., alt11ough a cl 8 and d correlation have oc-
9 casionally been Sl1ggested. Morrison 1 s data compared these correla-
tions to the d-\ plot and found the best straight line correlation with the 
d-~relationship even for extremely fine (1. 5 micron) grain sizes. The 
vaiue of the slope {K ) has not been exactly determined but it is in the y 
range of 2000 to 3500 psi per millimeter to the minus one half (some of 
the typical values are shown in Table 2). 
.. 
The value of cri (the yield point of a single crystal) depends on 
such factors as solid solution strengthening, precipitation hardening, 
and interstitial solid solution effects. Therefore, the· value of cri is 
a variable that depends on the alloying elements dissolved in the s~eel. 
· The percentage of pearlit~ has not been found to increase the yield· 




Carbon, Manganese and Silicon I 
- . . 
.7'he factors which influence the properties of cast C • Mn steels 
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c·omposition and heat treatment are the two-variables .PY .which the 
-- ' __:.., ____ ' •· -- - ..... ' - -~·· .. -
' ,-.. 
,r metallurgist can cpnti;-ol these factors. d 
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' . Carbon (the mos·t inexpensive_ alloying el~met?-t) ha·s a pronounce~ 
r, 
_· e_ffect on pr.operties. When carbon is added to C - Mn cast steels .in 
. 
I 
· · 1arg_e ·sections there is some gra_in refinement reflected· by an i~crease 
. i 
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in yield strength, but the major effect of carbon is to increase the per-
centagE of pearlite in the mlcrostr1.1cture. Ho'\vever, increasing the 
percentage of pearlite reduces the fracture resistance and should be em-
ployed only when other strengthening mechanisms have been exhausted, 
Silicon is capable of solid solution strengthening and deoxidizing. 
As a deoxidizer silicon has a beneficial effect but in larger amounts it 
is detrimental. For instance, silicon raises the AC 3 temperature. The 
resulting highe·r normalizing temperatures can produce. grain growth if 
the grain refiner becomes ineffective. Silicon additions. can also lead 
.. to a reduction in yield strength. In a . 10 percent car~on, I. 45 percent 
~ 
· · Mn steel with various silicon additions, Irvine 11 et, al, discovered a __ ~---- --~ ---
loss in yield strength because of ferrite grain 9oarsening. They at-
tributed this effect to th~ ferrite stabilizing tendencies of silicon which 
. could raise the temperature of ferrite formation, thereby increasing the 
" 
. 12 · ferrite grain size. The Metals Handbook recommends o~ 15 .. to O. 30 
percent silicon combined with • 02 ~o • 05Dpercent alwninum ~or a maxtl!' 
. ' .. ' . 
' 
. . 
' Uilum. 1n unp~t resistance. 
J,·'' • . 
. ~ 
-. -,·_,- -=-·-=--' . 
C ' .. 
.,. .. 
Manganese increases the yield strength through grain refinement .-
- ,...,. ____ --1 
-







- .__·.-and solid solution strengthening. 
. .. " - - -· -·. 
13 Owen investiga'ted the effect of a~ 
-· -~' -- ,--.:. 
• . .. -;-·'-·-·-·-"· ____ .inpr-ease in-·mang·anes~ upon the variables· of the Hall-Petch relationship 
( . Equation. 1 ) . He found· th~t the grtfater yield strength Was due to an ' .. . : . 
. . 
. 
' ". . " . . -·. . 




·. The effectiveness o( manganese .in increasing both strength :and · · 
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toughness is reflected in its i11fluence on transition temperature. Rine-
b lt d H · 14 d 
· 
. t' t f 
o · a11 arr1s report a ecrease 1n trans1 10n te1npera ure o 
. 0 approx1rr1ately 1. 0 F .. per 0. 01 percent manganese added up to 1. 5 per-
cent. In the above amounts 1 .. 00 percent manganese can lead to banite 
formation but this would not be a problem with heavy section castings. 
In a:mounts above 1. 50 percent, manganese develops a very different 
microstructure. A 2. 00 percent manganese steel was reported by 
-Rinebolt and Harris to have a transition temperature in excess of zoo° F. \, In concentrations above •. 75 percent manganese can increase the_; 
depth from the surface to which low temperature transformation ,td 
pear lite occurs. . Manning et.al. 15 report that increasing manganese---~-___ ~ ,. 
. 
--- -,--------- - ---~-----------· 
from 1. 0 perc.ent to 1_. 4 percent will double the depth to which a parti-~· -11·-111 · 
.. 
. , 
cular fineness of pearlite will form. The general conciusion. reached 
. ',. 




in C - Mn steels by decr·easing the carbon and rais_ing the manganese. 
One steel which is known to have a good combination of strength· and 
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. -~~---------·--:, · ··. Pickering·· and Giadin.iii:7--fo\'"e S tiga_t;·J th-~ ~-f f;~t-~- ~f-~ang an~ s e; . . . . 
.. ' 
. t 
. silicon, percent pearlite ·ai-idr$rain-siz.e _on the strength and toughness .. 
~ 
; . 
with-·the,results "Shown in Table 3. ~. . . 
. ~ As would' be expected grain refine~ 
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ment tends to increase all t11c properties while greater percentage of 
pearlite is only tJeneficial for tensile strer1gtl1. 
This regression analysis also indicates that manganese is the 
only alloying elen'le11t which \vill increase the tensile properties with-
out producing a decrease in the toughness. 
I 
', ..,, Phosphorous, Sulfur and Other Residuals - . 
The residual elements such as phosphorous, sulfur,· tin, arsenic· 
and antimony strongly affect the fracture toughness of C - Mn cast 
.steels. These elements are all detriinental because they can produce 
grain boundary weakening if they are present in sufficient quantities . 
Sulfur\i,:s harmful in concentrations. above 0. 015 percent prirp.arily 




result in a marked .. decrease in both ductility and impact properties • 




- tion proc·edures are used to insure the less harmful Type I or Type.· II 
incl us ions. 








-.-, - •. • j Phosphorous may act in_~~~~in:~-~o~~-~,;dth __ sulfu~
0 
_toJ>!_~~lJC:_~__p_Qor -_-- ' .. _ • · -- - I 





transition t·emperature decreased. by about 5 to· 10<? F. £or each. 01-:·:-~~-:~~ · ·_· .. -- f ' . - ·-- . -
. . . ·- . ' 
. ---· --··:--- ---.....--- ___ , .----, ----. ------~ - ----------··· --- -- ----- --···-·--·-
/~t ',_ .. 




--·-· ! t 
__ ~- · percent of eithel' Phosphorous or sulfur. HEl dem()1;1:~trated that the _:__ 
-C'..---~-;___ J ' . 
~ 






transition temperature of • 35 C . 8.5 Mn steel varied directly with .the lt 
total phosph~rous. an_d sulfu,r-content. 
·. 
- 11---.,.- . · . . . ·. · · Briggs. ~ound·~t~t({f.ype Ilsul- ·. .· 
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£ides influences the energy levels more tl1an the transition temperatures. 
Phosphorous also lowered t1Je energy level but was capable of lo"\vering 
.a.ce transition when an embrittling heat treatment 
was employed. 
The role of the residual elements is particularly critical because 
antimony, phosphorous, tin and arsenic can result in temper brittleness 
of cast steels with ferrite pearlite microstructures. Woodfine 18 found 
-, -- - " that embrittlement of pearlite at 500_° C. ( 932° F.-) for 32 hour·s raised -~-
the.transitio.n temperature by 51 degrees. The sanie embrittling pro-
• cedure for banitic and martensitic microstructure resulted in approxi-
mately the same transition temper~ture of between +121 and +162 de._grees -___c.-.---· 
· '---c-·'."' ---~---- --:-_-Centigrade ( 25Q0 
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: At present the embrittlem·ent model which ·most closely accounts _ • . ... t . ' 





t'enitization the e~b:r_ittli-ng ele~ents/segregate to the austenite grain 






range antimony, phosph.,orous, tin and·: arsenic ~re "boiled off" the bound-:· .. 
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• 2 6 C , . 6 6 M t1 , 3. 5 3 Ni , .. 8 4 C r a r1 cl . 0 2 6 pl1 o s p 11 or o us steel and found 
the sa1T1e 11 C 11 c11r\'C l)el1avio:· ,,vii}1 maxirntlrn, e1nbrittlement occt1rring 
'} ..-. 
at 5 2 0 ° C . ( 9 7 0 ° 1~ . ) . \T 1 cl a 1 G 5 f c, ll ri cl that 5 2 5 ° C . { 9 8 0 ° F. ) prod uc e d 
a maxin1.u1n amount of embrittlement in a . 25 C, 1. 38 Cr, . 044 phos-
phorous steel. 
The embrittlement problem becomes more severe as the mangan-
. 
. . . d 24 ' 25 If h. h 1 
ese concentration 1s increase . 1g manganese stee s are to 
be used without molybder1r.rm then special precautions must be taken to 
heat· treat around embrittlement. Fortunately, the embrittlement range 






times of about an hour a~d 10\)0° F. for times of about 10 hours·. tr£ 
. r • 
- - . - - .~. -- . 
high manganese steels with ferrite pearlite structures are. held at about 
1100° F. then a minimum. amount of _embrittlement might b-e expected.- · 
0 . '' The time high manganese steels· are allowed to ~emain between 950 F. 




austenite grain boundary deco~esion. 
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deoxidation practice and heat treatment.- . The highest ·toughness value.a . 
. '· 
.. 
.. _ ... :.' __ /.-· .. for Sman Pieces are ad11eved by wa,ter · quenching followed by an 1100° 
· · · - 1150 o· Farenheit temper: Homogenization austenitization.1 fuJ;'naC::e · 
~c.ooling-,. air cooling, temp·e;t°ing and stress relieving· ar~ _the most· coin- . 
. . 
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Once the ''green" casting is received t}1e first step in treatment is 
to recrystallize the structure in order to eliminate the dendritic segre= 
gation which occur~ed duru1g aolidificationa Because faster heating 
rates result 'in a superior fracture toughnea s 9 all other thing a being 
26 
equ~l, heating to the austenitization temperature should be accomp-
lished as quickly as possible. However, large castings cannot be 
·heated at very ~igh rates (400°F /hr) because extreme temperature grad-
ients can occur·. . A practical heating rate for large plain carbon steel 
castings is two.hundred degrees Farenheit per hour. Preheating to 
1200 deg~ees Farenheit, equalizing and then hea:ting at 400 degrees Faren-• \ 
heit/hr. to'the austenitization temperature, is also a feasible metho9. ~ ' ' 
. 
. 
· carbides are in solution. Austenitization als·o helps to eliminate den-
dritic segregation. - This can only ~e achieved with thorough soaking at 
• as high a temperature as the grain refiner will allow • For large ._20 
.j' 
1 ' 
---·-- -- - ... 
; ' . -
._··_.:···-,."toughness or tensile p~operties. In a study of • 30. carbon, • 83 mangan- .· 
. 
. _ ... ,., _• .. 
. -
. 
_.· ese.-plain carbon steel a ·1550 degree Farenheit treatment for 15 -minutes ,. 
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moat four1ciries ho1nogenize for at least one hour per inch for large cast 
sectior1s. 
J\.ir cooling is generally recognized to produce finer ferrite grains, 
superior "breaking up'r of clendritic segregation, and lower temperature 
transformation products. The normalize and temper treatment used by 
most foundries involves air cooling to room temperature with subsequent 
tempering. Because large plain carbon steel casting contain insufficient 
alloy to harden to banite or martensite the additional coding below 1000 
degrees Farenheit does not appear to have any purpose. Theoretical 
considerations of pearlife growth28 confirmed by the experimental evi-
~ · 29 · , dence of Pelli~i~er et. al. :; indicate that .the interlamellar spacing of 
the pearlite is essentially- constant provide~ the temp_erature of tra~S~· 
• i.' • . formation is lower than 1150 deg:19ees Farenheit .. 
I. 
: ·' 
These observations ·may be used when heat treating Lfo~ ~ax~um 
properties with large, C ... ·.Mn steel ,pastings. · Since pear lite is. the struc"!9 . . 
. . 
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~ade for higher temperatu-res ·'at.the ·mid-thickness. Combining these·. 
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observations_,· air cooling ·;to ·100,0 t~ 1050 degrees Farenheit appears to 
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be a sound approach to'\vard achieving rnaximurn properties with large 
C - Mn steel castings. 
Since plair1-carbon steel castings are subject to temper embrittle-
ment this problem should be minin-iized during heat treatment, parti-
cularly for castings with high manganese concentrations. Maximum 
embrittlement occurs at about 1000 degrees Farenheit for tempering 
times of 10 hours. De-embrittling at 1100 to 1150 degrees Farenheit tends 




· Once a fine pearlite spacing h-as been achie.ved. with air· cooling to . 
- •_,. .~.. .. 
_, 
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_ 
1 1000 - 1050 degref.:S Farenheit, c~r~ must be taken to minimize thEf ef-
r . '. 
., . . 
. 
· .. :._ .. ·. _ : . .< .::. £ects-<._.of .temper e~brittlein.ent whElrever pos.sible. Holding at_ 1100 
. - ' 
... ~ .. . 
·_.::_:'":·::·~.·-'.~--;~:~/.:.:'><··:(\\,'.i:·.' :>':::_._· .:·::- .. · .. ,:_.. 
' 
' · ... ,' . . . degrees Farenh~it should not only ~voidiembrittlement, but should also. 
.. . 
·allow the embrittling elements, such as arsenic, phosphorous~ tin and 
. 
- - ~ -.--: ' 
antimony, to diffuse away from ·the·. prior austenite grain b~undarie·s •. If -· t ' -'1,,, 
• 
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--~-~-~---- ·--~·merfts·:\vill be' far -~!l.9_~g)1 from:the gratn·.boundaries to.minimize the risk - ·~ ; t . 
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. Aft~r temperririg, the casting' riiUst,p~ JjrOughi_to room temperature;., ·.· 
• . ·. Water quenching from 1100 'degrees Fal."enh~it\~~ulc;l be the most desi~-
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However,., queilehing o·r· 
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even air cooling from the ternpering te1nperature will result in residual 
stresses. These stresses are caused by thermal gradients during cool-
ing and have been described n1.atl1ematically by Hard\vick 30 for ferrite 
steel as 
6T d'max = 8 Equation 2 
where ifmax is the maximum residual stress and.6 T is the thermal 
gradient experienced by the casting. Since large steel castings usually 
have complex shapes, a furnace cool from 1100 degrees Farenheit would 
??-Ormally be necessary, although air cooling might be used for simple 
-t,. 
shapes in order to save furnace time. { 
. .,.. " 
Double normalizing is often suggested as a way to grain refine 
. . 
· 
· 31 ~ .... <· _.-:.:. ::. \·.' .. :.:. :·>< :_·· .. ;:~plain· .. c~rbon\cast··.ste.els. ·-~ Fo~. a· .·30 carbon, . I. 5 0 manganese ~t~el. Sims : : ' . . :·..,.- .. . . . ' . - ::• . ' . -~ : . 
. 
-
suggested a he·at treatm.ent involving a high temperature normalize with 
.. '' 
_ --~ ~-econd normalize at about 50 degrees Farenheit abo.ve the AC 3 temp-
.. -----·~ -·------. --·- . e_ratu.re.·" H..is st~el did. not h·ave an a9tive grain.- refiner and was subject 
~ ' ... 
• L • ;. 
-1 ~ .- . 
\ to g~ain_gr9.wth even at 1550 degrees· Farenheit for two hours. Ther.efore 
-
0 
-L -----·-• -• -
---~~~-~~~~.:,, ___ ," __ ::_· ..... ~-----~d-c:,uble treatments for g~ain.-:ii.iz.e,-:_c_ciritrol was··absolutely necess·ary to ~-. 
,-. 
-
,- ,.-- ·-, .... 
.. · ~~eve maxim.um proper~ies. 
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. . ~ • .,.---with active grain refiners and suggested that single 11ormaliiing was . ~ . 
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, just as effective as double normalizing for both one and three inch sec- .... ' . - ' 
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by air CO<)ling of steels \Vit:11 active grain refiners is achieved during 
the first cycle and n111ltiplc treatrT1en ts are of lirnited value. 
T' 11 e s i z e of t 11 i c 1<.: s e cf ion .s tee 1 c as tings al s o has an effect on pro -
perties. Increasing t}1e casting thiclcness results in a decreased cooling 
rate regardless of the cooling medium. Briggs 27 found a 5 to 10 percent 
decrease in the tensile values for large sections, which he attributed to 
high temperature transformation products. Ductility was found to de-
crease not more than 5 to 10 percent unless micro-shrinkage was present •. 
In these cases ductility valu~s might be decreased as much·as 90 percent. 
With large sections finer ferrite grain sizes are more difficult to 
achieve. One of the major purposes .of this program. is to demonstrate ·, 
. 
' ~-po~ fine g!ain.-slzes may be attained economically for plain carbon steels 
··with heavy walls. With a practical method of grain refining la·rge ·steel 
castings, the foundry metallurgist is in a position to make the most of 
plain carbon.steels. The major.benefit of ferrite grain refinement is 
a combination of high tensile and toughness values .. Even fo~ ca~t~ng, 
-·-·-·· .-•···-
'----- .. ~~~ 
. ·Whic_b._·g.9_n_pt__r_e_quire.:Jh1s superior· toughness and strength, - it- ~lways--fs . . ,. _ __:__,,.......:..--,...;:---'--- . . d 
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." I beneficial for any foundry to provide the m·axi:rp.um posslble pro:pertie.s, --·· ' . ,: . 
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EXPERIMENTAL PRO·CEDURE 
Approach 
This experiment was designed to compare current commercial 
practice to isothermal annealing. Air cooling to 1050 degrees Faren-
heit was expected to refine the ferrite grain size and reduce the pearlite 
spacing, resulting in increased yield and ultimate tensile strengths. An 
1100 degree Farenheit hold should relieve cooling stresses and mini-
~ize the danger of temper ·embrittlement. Therefore, an isothermal 




The effects of air cooling cycles and successive recrystallization 
/ - I •. · , 
... ·~-. ~ -- -·,;~ ,_ ·-
• I 
. . 
.- -~.-•~---~ __ in-the properties of larg_e~C--~-cc-Mp. steel cas~ings was investigated. 
emphasis was placed on carbon c-oncentrations betwe-en • ZO and·. 30 
The , .. -~: ~--- '-~:-~-.:. __ ~ --:- :: : .. ·. · -
i . 
. 
. percent and manganese concentrations between • 50 and ... 90-i)ercent. -
.. -~-------
-.J ·-·-
One special group of· castings with. 25/~ 30 carbon and 1. Z0/1. 36 man .. 
.... •· 
ganese was also s,,tudied to see if superior impact properties as well as . ..,, 
-------- ---·r·-- . • ••• ,,,·+~.-,-o -------...., ~,....,_ -·-·-r•o . ..-"-r.<--..__...,_•~·---
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'_few castin,gs with. l1igher c~rbon concentrations were ~lso inclu~ed in 
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· .. · _order ~.o ~xten~ the low carbon results to these grades. ,, 
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The testing procedure can-be di;ided into two steps. Firs-t, _a· 
. . . 
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.-"keelt' bl6-9k inv·estigation was pe·rformed and the physicai:.-pr-operties .. · ---!-·--
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·an~t microstructural features· compared to standard annealing, proced-
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.- ures •. A "ke_el" 1;,lock is a stari_dard t.~st used by· most fo~ndries to mea~ 
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sure the physical properties of a cast structure and is defined by 
The American Soc~iety of Testing Materials as a cast test bar at least 
33 5 inc 11 e s 1 on g , 1- l / 4 inc 11 es th i c ]~ and 3 - 1 / 4 i ncl1 e s high. All 1 r keel 11 
bloclc tE:~st coupons used in this study were attached as an integral part 
of various production castings. 
Three types of "keel'' blocks were tested; as cast, annealed, and 
isothermally annealed. Those castings which were annealed were com-
pared to isothermally treated "keel" blocks. The effect of successive 
.recrystallizations, with isothermal holding, was also studied. 
Testing of cast.12 inch cubes comprised step two. A test mould 
• 
·. was prepared which measured-12 inches. by 12 inches at the bottom and 
was poured 24 to 36 inches high. The tests taken from these castings 
were expected to simulate the properties to "~eel" block tests wherever 
p'ossible. The 12" cubes were tested in the annealed and isothermally 
treated condition • . ...r . ':":'...". 
The Isothermal Anneal-- . 
-------- ---·---- ------ ··--· -----·---·,. - - -
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' itization, air__,cooHng,. and holding at 1100 degrees Farenheit._- ~e_c_c _____ ~:--~---. J 
., ... -
- . .. . . ·-·. -·· -· 
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· I. · He~t 200 F. · p·er hour ·to 1675 ." F. 
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. , ...,,·1 
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II. 





/ . ., "'' ......... 
. . -~ - . ' .-J • -
.. 
=-· =--------.---=----:::-~----~ ·_ 
-- -~ ·--. - J 
0 III. F .. ernove from furnace a11d air cool to 1050 F. 
0 IV. Replace in furnace and hold at 1100 F., one hour per 
inch 
V. Furnace cool to 300° F. 
A notation was de ... veloped to describe how Jrnc¥hyi :isdthe.rmal anneals 
had taken place on a particular test piece. !so 1 iindicates that the 
piece had one isothermal anneal. Similarly, !so 2 means that the piece 
had been isothermally treated twice. !so 8 would mean that the test 
-piece had been austenitized, air cooled and helcl at 1100 degrees Faren-· 
heit eight separate· times. 
The cooling rate on the air cool varied depending on the size of 
. ~the produ_c.tion castings. to which the tests were attached. The "norm.al" . -
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minim.um time was two hours while the maximum. time was six hours. 
·These variations i.n cooling rate. had.no apparent effect on eith~r the pro-
perties or the mic:rostructure and hence the time for cooling_ from 1675 · 
. 1 ~ .. 
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A series. of plain· carbon. steels containing. carbon contents up_ ~o .. __ . _ ~:CC-~;~::,_.,--,-















:. s·z percent were tested, the analyses being given in Table 4~, -. The ... - ... - .. . ,. 
. ' - __ ....... __ .. _____ ........ ..--.~- - ·- . 
. .. 
\'.._ . 
,·-.-::·,-,-:~--~~=-~:;"'::>-.' ·steels break _down .into classe~· of ;carbon _and,manganese conc-entrlation 
. 
. 
· ... and correspond .roughly 'to figures· that corild prob.ably be, relied· upon 1n ' 
. 
. . a productiqn sitti.~tion·. The" first two g.~oups are typical .of the 
• 1 • .-. 
-23 ...... 
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currently being JJroclucecl to meet Ao So T., Mo specificatior1s. Grot.1p I 
contained . 20 to .. 25 percent carbon vvit11 .. 50 to ., 75 percent manganese .. 
Grou_p Il 11ad the same 1nanganes e limits as Group I but contained • 25 
to . 30 percent\carbon. 
Two semi-ex:r:1erimental higher manganese groups were also used. 
The first was a modification of A. S. T. M. A27-65 • 65/35, which norm-
ally contains. 25/. 30 percent carbon and. 65/. 70 percent manganese. 
For this group the carbon was lowered to • 23 to • 28 percent and the 
manganese was raised to • 85 to • 95 percent. The other high manganese 
group was designed to prod~ce a maximum in strength and toughness. 
In this case the carbon concentration was held at • 25 to_. 30 percent 
while the manganese varied from 1. 20 to 1 •. 36 percent. Three high car-
.. bon steels were also tested. Two of these contained • 30 to • 35 percent 
earbon while the other had a c~rbo~ conce.ntration of • 52 ·perce-nt. 
All steels we.re melted in basic electric fu~naoE:s of·§S ton capa-
,,/ 
city with the exception of heat numbers 703Z019, 703Y020 and 70·3Y02I 
-· -~--· ------·---~-~--:---wllich were _produced· __ in an· ~nduction furnac,e of 600 po~nd -capacity._ A 




---: ----'--·~~---·-~-~-----·-with ·a stai:ldard ·oxidizing and .th-en reducing slag. Deoxidization was 
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- i' •.. ----half pounds· of aluminum per ton. of molten· steel. 
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Mechanical and Microstructural Testing 
Room terr1peratu.re tensile properties were determined using a 
standard l\.o S<J To Me • 505 incl1 d~ameter tensile 1Jar machined from the 
11 keel 11 blocks and tested using standard A. S,. T~ Mo procedures. Charpy 
"V" notch transition temperature curves were also determined with 
standard size Charpy bars and uniform temperature control before 
testing. 
In the case of the 12 inch cube investigation all tensile and Charpy 
bars were taken away £tom the cooling surface. The outer 2 inches of 
" 
' the cube were not used: nor was the innermost 2 it).ches for fear of segre-
~ation and porosity. 
... 
The microstructural features were de?eJ.'fniiliediby cutting samples 
~-· 
-
-from- the broken tensile bars. The threaded portion was cut off, polish-
ed 4nd etched in nital for 15 sec.ands to provide clear delineation of the 
· ferrite grain beundaries. 
The ferrite· grain size was. determined using t:P,e Jeffrie$ circle 
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Effect of Heat Treatment on Ferrite ·Grain Size 
Even standard annealing procedures can produce substantial gra~in 
refinement if coarsening during auste11itizatiop. is not a problem.. The 
isothermal anneal and standard annealing are the same up to the point 
' 
' where cooling from the austenitizing temperature begins. Therefore, 
the austenite grain size is the same for either cycle, at least during 
_ the first recrystallization. 
. 
. . 
Results showing the~ effec~ of heat tr.eatment on ferrite grairi size 
• 
-
' . -•-- " 
are found in Figures 7, 10, -1-3, _15, 17, .1_9, z1,· 23, ZS, Z8, 3-0., -32, 341 
: ;. : -·' .. 
-36, 39, 41, 44, 47, 5.0, ---53, 56 and 58. The .. A. S. T. M. ferrite. grain 
·size of the "keel" blocks tested in the·" as cast'J. condition was between 
.. Z. 0 and 3. 5. Standard annealing procedures refined the ferrite to A. S. 
T. M. 6. 5- to 7. 0, while the first isothermal anneal resulted in a ferrite- -
grain size qf 7 ~ 5 to 9. 0,.. For manganese concentrations ·between • 50 · a~d 
• 75 percent, the • 20 to . 30 percent.carbon cast steels produced ferlrite ' ' ' 
, .. 
. -- - -----~----=------ - -
' . 
-= ~----~grain sizes betw~en 7.5-_ and 8. O with the· first isothermal treatme.nt. -
' . 
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--· __ ...... Figu14·es 39, 41, 44, 47, ·50 .arid 53 show- the s~bstantial grain re""_, __ ~-----_: ______ .- __ , ,- ---·-·· -
- ·-- ~---·---
-
. ' . 
' .. 
. - '' - . . f-. 
---
finement achieved. with ca'st ~steel~ ,.~hich have high manganese --to 
a -
carbon ratios •. Isothermal -annealing produ_ced more grain refinement~'"\ __ :;~<· -".·" ,, -
" 





.... i... • steel ·than it did with "'""the • 5_0 to·. 7.5.··,p~rcent manganese group;· ' .. . . . . 
Steels -with • 25 , to .. 30, percent carbon and 1. 16 to,. __ "'_l_. 36 • j - : • • 
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percent manganese were ver,r fine grai11ed '\vith only one isothermal 
treatment.. An A" So TO Mf; ferrite grain size of 9 v1as achieved with 
these steels on the first cycle. 
With two treatments the 1. 20 to 1. 36 manganese group gave 
A. So To M" ferrite grain sizes of 9. 5 to 10. O. Despite the fact that 
., 
these grain diameters were achieved only for "keel" blocks, they were 
substantially better than any of the other integrals tested. The "keel11 
··. blocks of the low manganese groups gave A. Se T. M. ferrite grain sizes 
··· of 8. 75 to 9. 0 with two isothermal treatments, while the·. 23 to. 28 car-
.. ·.:-· bon, • 85 to • 95 manganese group produced 9. 0 to 9. !5 with the same 
• 
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.. 
ment. He~t numb~r 1Z3Y260 (. 23o/oC - ~.74o/oMn) was give~ seven i~o-
. thermal treatments, but ·remained substantially· the same after the first 
two •. The ·spiallest or "terminal" grain size:£or thi_s steel was 8.v75.-·-- -· - . -----------· - ---
.Heat number 1ZIY117 (. Z4%C - ·• .70o/oMn) produced a finer ''terminal'' 
. -
. I 
The ... 35 percent carbon . 
grain size was. achieved. afte~ two treatments. _, - . ~ .. ' ., . .Jl ---- ---.-.--------- -
1_ 
•. 
. . . 





__ 1<_:.:· ~,·--.~---··.l..·_-- ___ .;__ 
____ ,...f_._,.. . .:_. - -.-
... ---~--~·--~-:c,----:-- -·steel_ ctlso reached·a ''terminal" :·value after ·two recry,stallizations. · ·In ., \ . -
.... r·· 
.. thi~ case 'the final g~ain size was 9. 25 • 
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.The lZ. inch cube tests followed: the sanie pattern as the ''keel'' -.. _: ··~··. <: · .
. .. ~' 
' ' ' ' ' . ' 't " ' 
' 
.. , . blocks.. The ferrite grain size was substantially lower with-· isotheni1al -.. ~'- .. ·-~ 
• a • 
. :aiinealing thaii with standard furnace-cooling •. Annealfng ol the •. 50 ,to 
.. 
.; . 
' ,. . ~. ' ' 
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• 75 percent manganese cubes g"ave Ao So To Mo grain size of 6D Oto 6,, 5,. 
only slightly coarser than the 6. 5 to 7 .. 0 achieved with the same treat-
' 
ment for ttkeelrr blocks. 
Isothermal annealing of 12 inch cubes with the .. 50 to • 75 percent 
manganese group gave Ao So To Mo grain sizes of between 7o 5 and 8. 75. 
The 8" 75 grain size heat had . 26 percent carbon and •. 72 percent mangan-
ese, while the 7. 5 grained steel contained • 30 perbent carbon and • 50 
percent manganese. Although these are only two heats, higher mangan-
~se contents did appear to provide a deeper grain refinement. 
The isothermal anneal ~as considerably -more effective in provid-,. 
. 
ing grain refinement in depth for the higher manganese groups for a 
I 
·' :1;2 inch. cube. · .An A. S. T. M. grain size of 9. o· occurred after one iso- . · 
thermal treatment of heat number 121Zl54 (. 28o/oC _, ~ 9Io/oMn). This 
... 
,_. . 
. . - . 
- .. ·. ; ,; .. 
. . -' ·. ' 
- --·---·------ ----------·-·. 
. . 
. is more refinement than was achieved with "keel" blocks of heat num.~.~ . · · ... -. 
~ 
• I - • ,-. • C -ber 121Z091 (. 26o/oC - • 88o/oMn). Th_e high-n1:anganes ·e (I. 2 0 /I. 36o/o · . -- · · . -. ~-:-- - · 
Mn) group gave the most substantial grain refinement for 12 inch cubes. 
- - --------- --------..,- ~-~--- - - - -- - .---,---~------After one isothermal treatment, heat number 103z·o19 (. 26o/o C - 1. 16o/o·_ · 
• 
' . 
)I" . '!\. . . . . . . . 
-
. 
. :.-~---. ____ · -------~- Mn) .. gave a ferrite grain size- of- 9.--25-.-- --------:-------~--.~-----~-- -- ·. - -- - • -·--- -- -·-- ---·-·----- -- - -- --- - J - --'-·- - ___ ,. ____ ---., . 
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for both th~ __ 12. inch cubes· -and the "·••keel" block studies. : · Anne•ling pro- · 
. . : . ~. ~ . . : .. - -· :, 
··-··--· -·····:··.·-c·· . 
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alizing _.to. roo~ temperature-precipit~ted more pear lite -than. did 
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. isotherm.al treating. · After twQ 1 trea~ents .the_._amou~t of ferrite in ~e- .... -
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isothermally treated steels increased lJy 5 to 10 !)ercent. Tl1is increase 
in ferrite precipitation might be expected to improve the toughness but 
the tensile strength should 11ave decreased witl1 less pearlite precipi-
tat ed. 
Effect of Grain Refinement on Ultimate Tensile Strength 
Despite the increase in ferrite precipitation with grain refinement 
. 
the tensile strength did not decrease. The ultimate tensile strength was 
essentially the same whether the steel was annealed, normalized and 
tempered, or isothermally treated.. Even successive treatments did 
not change the results • 
The only factor which appeared to be capable of lowering the ultjm.ate 
Annealed steels had more 
segregation .. than did ·isothermally treated steels and did result in a .. : - -- ·~·-~ 
. ,• _,.. 
- ~ 
' '{;i\~ . . . 
. suppressed te.nsile strength for h~at number 121 Zl54 (. 28%·C - •. -9lo/o 
. 
' . 
- - --- ------.--,-.: -- ------ -
.. _,....- - · ---;M·n)-.------ ------~--.. -..--.- -- ------. ·---:---- --~-.. ' ...... -...--- -
. . 
~ . 
. . . . ., 
; 
..... 
Figure Z _shows that· isothermally treated steels provide ultimate-· . 
, . .. 
' 
-- -- ... ···- ··-·-·- ······- --···.··--... ~-----·i .. -·-·-·---::·-;:-~--- ----:--, ·.-------,· -- ---. --
. ,: .. 
", 
• .I • With furnace··:··;·. 
'\. 
---·--·----~......::..-C-____.....:.----:---eooling only-60, ooo·psi cin·be guaranteed for. 20o/o/. 250/o carbon . -






steels, wh_ile 65,000 psi can be expected at the. Z5%/. 30% ·carbon °'-}~ 
-
.- lev·el. · The Jsothermally treated steels provided a minimwn of· 72,. 00~- · -
·-psi tensile strength with·· 25o/o/. 30o/o c.arbon,, and ~t lea~s_c,t 69-, 00(): psi ~ , . . 
. 
with ._ 20o/o /. 25o/o. carbon. 
. 2.9 .. 
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- - . 
:~----'------~---. --· 
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The high manganese steels( .. 25o/o/o 30o/o carlJon, 1 .. ZOo/o/1 .. 36o/o man-
ganese) provided a tensile stren.gth of at least 81,000 psi.. The rest1lts 
are apparently due to ferrite solid solution strengthening and would be 
e:x:pected to reduce the.,impact properties were it not for the substantial 
grain refinement wl1ich also occurred with this grade. More careful con-
trol of carbon could probably give consistent ultimate tensile strengths 
above 90, 000 psio Heat number 122X45 l-B achieved this result with 
ox:ily. 30 percent carbon. This steel (122X451-B)also had a very high 
. 
yield strength of 59, ~00 psi. This yield point for plain carbon steel ap-
peared to be a direct result of substantial ferrite grain refinement. 
l 






. . . . The most important physical property of enginee.ring. components 
is the yield point since their further usefulness is limited after plastic · 
deformation~. Isothermally annealed, plain carbon steel castings have· · 
.. • 
' 







-. p_si. · The lowest yi~ld strength < io. 2o/o .offs et) for isothermally anne~ed ~-i 
'- __ , .. --· ~--.---:--. -
'"• ., ~·-\' :;.· -. 
~-.· .
11k·eel" blocks was .. 38, 000 psi for • 20"/o/. 25o/o carbon steets and 42, 000 








· · ·,.~-·-;-~-:~·-···:··.-:_:_;,·-···-··: __ psi ,for .• 25%./. 30o/o .carbon ~teels ... · TJ-ie lowest yiel_d stren_gth of the high 
-- ----~--- --
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. :manganese .. (1. 20%/ 1. 36o/o manganese) group. was 51, 000 psi •. - ·. 
·_.,- '.·. :.',, 
. - . 






. ·... . _ .. 
-
. neal can be directly attributed to fe_rrite · ·grain r·efinement. ,Figure 3 _ - .· ·. _--·. : ( .. . ' 
-
.·. · is a piot ot'yield strength versus d~\ for b.othannealed ~nd isotherni~ly· 
. , 
. 
•• r' •• • ..
. ·. 
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• 
treated "keel11 block so Thi0 figure indicated that the yield. strength 
of plain carbon steel is a linear function of d according to the Petch 
I 
relationship (Equation l)o 
For the low manganese group the yield strength of a aingle crystal 
(01) is about 20 0 000 psio The high manganese group parallel0 the lower 
· manganese steels and in this cast the intersept value appears to be 
about 26,000 paio The value of Ky (or the amount of yield strength ln-
. . crease achieved with each decrease in d -) is approximately the same 
for both the high manganese and the low m.angane ae groupse The 
value of the slope is about 2500 psi/mm:..%~ 
tion for low manganese steels reads: 
20, ooo + 2, soo-\ .· 
Therefore, the Petch ~equa-
• 
. ': . 
Equation 3 . 
. 
. • . 
. . · 
--~ --·---··.~------~----·-· . 
- -·--- -
.. For the 1. 20 to 1. 36 percent manganese group the Petch equation is: 
26, ooo· + 2, soo-\ - · . Equation 4- _ 
" • : • - ' ~: • I ',' • 
I~ the range of grain diameters between A. s;. T. M. 6 and 10 there· 
, . . . . .. ·. -
. . . · :. is a great variation in ·the number of. grain·s per square inch at 1 OOX. •, . •'. 
... ' . ':·- ·c' 
, ----... , .. · ;, _'. :_:, __ - ·-: Since this reg.ion is of primary interest·,- ·.•n exp~:nd~d plpt .. ~~-as pre- , 





- . . ... · .. ~ .. ;; ... : 
.,.., .. parea plotting yield_ st~ength versus g~~-~~ ___ p_er-· squalf®. inch at lOOX- -----~- -: . ·.~-~:"-:~· ·\ · . . . - . , ..... - ... -- -- --····-· - ..... ___ -- --------· .+ ... ··-··-- -- . -- ·.. 
. . 
. ' - . __ · 
-- .~-- ------· 
. ' 
._ .. (Figure 3). This plot ·11rnot a str-aight line: - Although the resul~s were 
., . 
. . ' 







- 1 • since large variations in the _grain,s _p.~r'.,.squar·e inch 'at lO·QX lead to only .. · .. >. · . . . . . 
. 
small Val"iations in the Ao Sc T.M. grain size· number of d-% (mm-~). . . .,.,, ..... ..,,, 
•• - --!...... 
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ite do not inc re as e the yield point.. Tl1e yielcl s trengtl1 fJf tl1.e • 5 2 percent 
carbon steel v,as dependent on tl1e ferrite grain size in 1nt1cl1 the srune 
way as were the .. 20 to .. 30 percent carbon steelsQ Wl1en tl1e ferrite grain 
size decreased, the yield point went up. However,. this does not exclude 
carbo11 as a useful alloy. The . 25 to . 30 percent carbon steels grain 
refinen more readily than did the • 20 to • 25 percent carbon group. 
Therefore, carbon should be used only as a grain refiner and the met-
allurgist should recognize that increased concentration.a of carbqn hav:e 
a detrimental effect on toughness. 
~ 
·Manganese also aided in ferrite grain refinement, particularly with 
-~he high manganese group. In the case of .the high-manganese group an 
inc;rease in cfi also occurred. The combination of these two effects 
increased the yield strength by 6, 000 to 11, 00~ psi. 
ese did not have an adverse effect on toughness. 
However, mangan-
·-·-~-----





' . . . Since solid solution strengthening also reduces the impact·resistance, 
. . . 
. .,;t., -
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· c,stings--was sup~rior to anneale~··castings •. · Both the fractur~ mode 
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tra11sitio11 ternperature and the energy levels were improved, although 
the superiority of tl1e e11ergy levels was n1ore drarr1atico Without in-
creasing tb.e furnace tin1e isotl1errnal annealing provided im.proved frac-
ture toughness, as well as higher yield strength and more consistent 
tensile values. 
The seventy-five Charpy "V'' notch energies {average of two tests) 
'measured at +32 degrees Farenheit provide a good exarriple of what 
.,effect isothermal annealing has on Charpy "V" notch energy levels •. 
For the . 20 to • 25 percent ~arbon ,,group the Charpy "V" notch bars 
r 
.. 
, {. absorbed from 30 to 71 ft. lbs.·· The test which absorbed 30 ft. lbs. when · 
isothermally treated, required only ZO ft. lbs. for fracture in the an-
nealed condition. The same relationship· was true for the 71 ft. lb.· 
- - - - . steel. ·.This • 22 percent carbon, • 74 percent· manganese. steel abso;rbed 
26 ft. lbs. when it was annealed. In niany cases the impact properties 
' ... ·· .. :. 
- -- - --








' ·.1.. · was absorbed at temperatures both below and above .+.3.?_._4~g~-.~~§ .. _.Fa;r._e_n,~~t~-c,e,..r~~.....l-~,1:.c:1:: --- • .~---!···- "":_•·:.O •• -----·-:-:;-;·, :.:-.,;::, .• ·-,:,·-: ,-. • .•-,,, • ." '.""'···-·-·c_-•.. ,·- .-.--,.--·•·. -.,. ·-- •. :--,-... _·.·~~-;:.o;;-..,;;.";~~~ ... '"ti.~-,,-.,~--7-··.-:c·_··- - -
heit. 
"--- --- . was from 40 to 50 degrees. F.ar~nh.ett !Qwer. w.iththe ___ .·20. to ....• 25 :.percent--~-- -~,-;-'. -· ··- .. ·-. . . . . . -··-· -. - . ----_- ···-- . -- .. ..:. ,:, 
. . 
····-····-------~ --:-:-'-~-- .,. __ , ...... -. -·... . ' 
' 
- . · ..... -. .::~·--
. ~'-_--··--·· 
·· · carbon group. For the·.· 25 to. 30 percent carbon s.teels- the difference. ____ .-~-· .. ~·-·.· '. 
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they also had a low ISTT. For these steels the ISTT varied from 
-50 to -65 degrees Faren11eit .. 
The fracture mode transition of isotl1ermally treated castings was 
also lowered by isothermal annealing. Two factors which may be of 
primary importance in this behavior are the increased amount of fer-
rite precipitation which occurred with the isothermal treatment and 
the finer ferrite grain size. The straight line correlation between 
.fracture mode transition and d-lj predicted by Petch did not occur . 
. 
,_,_ 
= = -=- -






such as pear lite. For. steels, carbon (in the form of pear lite) is 
well recogni;Zed for decreasing. the impact properties. Pickering 
and Gladman 7 found pear lite to inCreas e the fracture IIlOde tl'.ansitio~ 
temperatu,re by approximately four·degra:es Farenh'eit for each percent I 
. 
,' 
l increase in pearlite. 
,. ' 
The analysis for the effect of ferrite of fracture. 
--~------- ·mod-e transition shown in .Fig,ure 5 c·arries this correction • ... 
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-----· -----~-------- and.Cindie ates. a decrease in the fracture mode .transition ~emp~ratlire 
.. -
. - ~ - ,...,.. ____ ,,._ . 
.. ,.._ . 
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It should be noted tI1at this result was obtained for Ao Se Te Mo fer-
rite grain sizes between 7 and 10. 
Since carbon aided in grain refinement a curious situation a1"ose 
whereby the FA TT of o 20 to o 25 percent carbon steels ·was approxi-
mately equal to ct 25 to o 30 percent carbon steels provided the manganese 
concentration was lowv Those steels with a high manganese to carbon 
ratio ~.·also grain refined substantially, but without the same adverse 
effect due to increases in pearlite. Therefore, the best combination . 
of strength and toughness came with the high manganese (1. 20 to 1. 36 
. ., . . percent) group. 
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Com;earison of "Keel" Blocks -and 12 Inch Cubes 5 .:::.. 
.. ,• 
. . .". . ~. ·~ -
- • 
• : • ;'.: • 
- ;· < ;1··' _·. ' ..... •· .• · ... ,'"- ·.:: ... ·. The 12 inch cubes generally had lower properties thatl. ."kee1l1 ' .. · · <'. ·, <·: : 
.. 
l • blocks of the same ·analysis and heat .treatment. ·The question was,·t · 
,· 
:! 1Can.·a.:g~eater decrease be expected with-isothermal annealing or with 
----- . furnace cooling11 ? ··. The answer to this. question. was that the prop'tirties 
of an isothermally tr~ate4.12 inch cub~ c~rresponded more .closely to ·, . 
. ·, 
-----
....;.--:-:-.-, -- - -:----.-:-, ----__ -- - -_ 
- -- - --: ,-- - ... ·-~-: - -· ,---
. --· .th~· .. ,,~el''- blocks than did.the "keel" blocks and 12 inch cubes of an-
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impact properties observed· for· "keel" block~. was jJJ,~t ..... i-_s pronounced : -········· ·-: - . . . . . . . -cl~---·· ~ ----- ___ :__ _____ . ----- -- - :. ___ :... .. -~ . --------· .------- ___ _,_,_,__ ___ , _______ : •••-•- •-•---•-M --_-·, -- ---·-' - -· • ..,.....-~-----·--· ~--·-----
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...... -··· . -· ··-- .. ·. -_ in the· 12 inch cubes. . , 
·, - .. ·.,. 
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- -·. -~as greater- for the'lZ'inch ('ubes than it _actually was. for the "keel'',· 
,· 



















Heat numbers 121Yl76 (.30%C - .50%Mn) is typical of the re-
sults obtained. Is0thermal annealing increased the yield strength of 
toe 
II 
keel'" blocks by 20 percent. The yield strength of the 12 inch 
cubes was increased by 24 percent. For heat number 122Y398 (, 26% C 
- . 72% Mn) the yield strength of both the "keel" blocks and the 12 inch 
cubes increased by 15 percent, The Charpy "V" notch properties at 
+32° F. increased by 50 percent for the "keel" blocks of heat number 
122Y398 (. 25% C .-·/;·72% Mn). For the 12 inch cubes the increase was 
77 percent. For heat number 121 YI 76 (. 30% C - , 50% Mn) Charpy "V'' 
notch impact energy for the Hkeel" blocks increased by 92 ,percent. 
With 12 inci cubes, the increase was 113 percent. Therefore, the iso-
thermal anneal was an effective means to increase both the strength and 
toughness of large C .. Mn ~tee! castings, without increasing the heat . 
1 treatment time. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. The strength and toughness of isothermally treated steels were 
superior to thoae treated by standard furnace cooling procedures" 
The improvement in properties apparently resulted from .ferrite grain 
. 
refinement. The isothermal anneal produced a greater increase in 
p_rope:rties with 12" cubes than with ''keel" blocks. 
2. A a the grain size decreased the percentage of fe'rrite increased. 
3. The size of the grains did not get smaller after two isothermal 
treatments. .-
4. The Hall-Petch r_elationshi)> predicted the yield/strength; 
< 
,,,,.. (psi)· 20, ooo+ 2, sOo d-% <mm-\> 
.V yp 
. . . 
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. 5. The transition temperature is lowered by 15 degrees Farenheit t, I• 
for each decrease in d_-%rrun .-\. . _. . ,,-
- - - , 
__ :=__::_~---- -------· -:---------.---·- .. _____ ::. ____ - -:...--.---·-·--'-· - . -· -
FA TT = +30 + 4(% pearlite·) - 15 d -\(mm-\) 
- - - - -
-
- . --- . -·- --- - . . . 
. . 
. 
. 6. With higher manganese cons:entrations the ·ferrite. grain size de- · . ... ' -
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increased the percentage of pearlite; 'but ~l_fQ,,_pr.ovicied-,,s-ome~&r-in·-~·re~r-~~c._:s~_::\-~ ,'' . - . . -- , ·-· -· .... ,_ '·. - . .. '. - . 
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. . 
-fin~roent. _ If the best --~ombination-of strength· a,.nd :toug'im.e-ss--fs-:re-q,iired~----------. 
/ 
,_._ a' high-manganes_~_cto ___ carboii ratio is desirable. .. . . . ~-·-""" -·-·· ---··- . - ·_ . ' ; 
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TABLE 2 
Value of K y 
• 1n the Petch 
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Results of Regression Analysis 
on 60 C 
- Mn Heats 
After Pickering and Glad.man 
·-··--··-... -, ·-~·- . 
• ·- -- --- -.-- - r ....... 
tons/in. 2 U. T. S., 1. 91 + I. 78(o/~ Mn) + 5. 35(% Si) -- ' . 
.::1:· ;,;+O. 253(% pearlite) + O. lOO(d-\ ) ... ·. 
.... •' 
/ . 2 tons. 1n. -
- 6. 74 -f-2.11(% Mn)+ 5.44(% Si)+ O. ZZS(d-\) L.Y.P., 
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